
itay Kurpis 
	 11/2/95 

4302 Farrell Lane 
Orlando, FL 32612 

Dear Hay, 

Ply friend Gary hack who is research director or something like that for the 

Dallas Historical Society's Sixth Floor museum tell ms that yeuf&iend is about to go 

for JFK assassination stff that has no connection with -uky and despite what he seems 

to belieeve, has no real ualuctiof an; kind at ell. 

It has been years since I did any work on the phbtographs, still and movie, so 

I do not remember that woman's name. Pat something of other, I believe. One or mored of 

the assassination theory nuts has been promoting her 6mm footage aniI think she was to 

have been on one of the tabltidejournalism TV "news" shows last night. 

The reaeon nobody has ::paid any attention to her footage is that it has no 
real meaning. I'm told hhe imagines seeing Osvald. leaving the TSBD in it but if that 

were true all those who have gone over it would have gone ape over it. particularly 

Groden when he was the photo eepert for the HSCA. He did steal a copy of it and he did 

use parts of it in the hook he did. 

Aside from the footage having no real value your friend will be aifughed at 

for having any monetary interest in it at all. 

If he doubts this I sueecet he phone Gary . If he wants to he can say it is at 

ey suggestrtion, That ohould remind Vary what he told no about it. 

I am confident that ftlm has nothing tollo with either the assassination of 

Ruby. It is one of a number of amateur films taken at the scene but I doubt that any 4t-
has less real value. 

The 1'31 found nothing in it when it went over it. 

Bent, 


